great principals matter: only teacher quality affects student outcomes more than principal quality, among the factors within schools.1 Each principal affects dozens of teachers and hundreds, even thousands, of students annually.

Finding enough outstanding principals to lead whole-school turnarounds, targeted improvements, or sustained excellence has proved difficult, even after decades of principal recruitment and training efforts. Schools with many students starting behind, in particular, need great instruction and leadership every year to provide equitable learning opportunities. Most principals find leading a school to excellence while managing 20 to 50 or more teachers elusive.2 But some fare better than others, producing significantly better student outcomes than comparable schools.

Yet with current structures, the very best principals reach no more students and teachers than the least effective principals, limiting their positive impact on staff working conditions, instructional improvement, and student learning.

We approach the great-principal shortage from a different perspective: What if districts* reached dramatically more students and schools with the great principals they already have? What if changes to make “Multi-School Leadership” possible also built a larger pipeline of leaders, developed on the job?

Mirroring our earlier work on extending the reach of excellent teachers and their teams, now called “Opportunity Culture,”4 this idea paper explores how schools and districts could change roles to reach all schools with excellent principals, while also building a “leadership machine” to produce more of them. It outlines a set of ideas that districts could carry out within their recurring budgets, boosting leadership without adding ongoing costs.4

* Here we use the term “district” to include all school providers: public school districts, public charter school organizations, and private providers.
We envision four essential ingredients that can provide far more schools with excellent principals:

1. **Commitment.** Districts commit to reaching all students with great teaching and all teachers with great leadership. Pursuit of these goals drives school staffing and design decisions.

2. **Multi-Classroom Leaders.** Great teachers lead small teams covering one or more grades or subjects, and are accountable for teaching excellence, student outcomes, and teacher development.

3. **Schoolwide Team of Leaders.** Principals lead their multi-classroom leaders as a team of leaders to improve instruction and implement a culture of excellence schoolwide.

4. **Multi-School Leadership.** Great principals extend their reach to small numbers of schools as “multi-school leaders” (MSLs) while developing principals, or principals-in-training, on the job.

We begin with brief explanations of some of the changes, within and across schools, that support this vision. In future publications, we will explore more detail about changes needed for successful Multi-School Leadership, with substantial input from excellent educators.

First, as with teaching roles in an Opportunity Culture, multi-school leader roles must adhere to a set of principles that ensure they are high-impact, high-opportunity roles that are financially and politically sustainable. (See “Opportunity Culture Principles for Multi-School Leaders,” at right.)

Second, aligned with those principles, we envision that multi-school leader roles must differ from most principal supervisor roles in at least three important ways:

* **Span.** Multi-school leaders must lead fewer schools than is typical for executive principals or assistant superintendents overseeing schools, perhaps four on average.

* **Instructional Focus.** MSLs must be primarily instructional excellence leaders, not administrative compliance managers. Their accountability and authority to lead principals as a team and share interim data openly must create a bias toward the actions that improve teaching and student outcomes during each school year.

* **Schoolwide Team of Leaders.** MSLs must be supported by principals who lead, and are supported by, multi-classroom leaders accountable for the success of all teachers and students on their team.

**OPPORTUNITY CULTURE PRINCIPLES FOR MULTI-SCHOOL LEADERS**

*Teams of principals and district/network leaders must choose and tailor models to:*

1. **Reach more schools with excellent principals and their teams**
2. **Pay principals more for extending their reach**
3. **Fund pay within regular budgets**
4. **Provide protected in-school time and clarity about how to use it for planning, collaboration, and development—within and across the schools each leader leads**
5. **Match authority and accountability to each person’s responsibilities**
Third, these changes affect other roles. Some assistant principal roles must be swapped for operations managers, as teacher-leaders take over instructional leadership with the principal. In addition, principal supervisors in large districts (also called executive principals or assistant superintendents) should reduce their spans, acting as “executive multi-school leaders” for only a handful of multi-school leaders, instead of numerous principals.

Fourth, technology must provide timely data about school and teaching team performance in every school each leader leads, so that MSLs have the fodder for identifying problems and helping principals solve them fast. Finally, flexible school budgets are essential to reallocate spending to fund that technology—and much higher pay.

This can create many benefits:

**Higher Pay:** Changing roles allow multi-school leaders to earn far more, within school budgets. Pay of at least 10 percent above principal pay, with perhaps 20 percent being the norm, could be common for multi-school leaders, with far more possible in some circumstances. Future reallocation of district funding to teaching and school leadership could enhance pay further.

**Stronger Pipeline:** These changes would magnify the leadership already in schools, while attracting more potential leaders who want a lifetime of opportunity—without losing their responsibility for great teaching and student learning. The cascade of leadership development on the job—for principals, principals-in-training, and teacher-leaders—can help an unprecedented number of educators develop organizational and instructional leadership skills.

**Better Implementation:** Ensuring that more schools have principals and teachers who together pursue high-standards, personalized instruction—hallmarks of great teaching and leading in schools—can enable better implementation of new curricula and instructional approaches. As digital instruction continues to reshape learning, the role of principals may change, yet strong leadership for a variety of school configurations will remain essential to achieve strong outcomes.

Ultimately, better leadership will pay off in higher levels of student growth and achievement. Early outcomes of similar approaches to teacher roles in Opportunity Culture schools indicate a positive impact on student learning, recruitment, and pay. Although policy changes are ideal for scale, as we have documented extensively, Opportunity Culture pilot schools began changing teacher roles in several states without policy change. A lack of will to reach all students with excellent teaching and a lack of transition support for financially sustainable changes are the primary barriers thus far.

We want this idea paper to prompt further thinking and action to provide every school with an excellent principal, and to turn schools into leadership machines that produce far more and far better leaders, creating a culture of excellence and opportunity for all. Educators, superintendents, charter school leaders, school boards, and state-level leaders: With new school and staffing models, you really can reach all schools with great teaching and leading. Now is the time.

---

**Teams of Leaders: Turning Schools into Leadership Machines**

Multi-classroom leaders (MCLs) continue to teach while leading a team of 2 to 8 teachers (T)—a grade-level or subject team—developing their own instructional leadership on the job. Principals each lead a team of 3 to 8 MCLs. Multi-school leaders (MSLs) lead a team of 2 to 8 principals and principals-in-training, developing the team’s ability to implement a strong vision within each school by leading their team of multi-classroom leaders.
AN EXCELLENT PRINCIPAL FOR EVERY SCHOOL: TRANSFORMING SCHOOLS INTO LEADERSHIP MACHINES

The Problem

Within a school, a principal’s effectiveness has the second-largest impact on student learning (after a teacher’s impact). Students need excellent school leadership, and the great teaching it supports, consistently.

Economically disadvantaged students typically enter school behind and they must make well more than the typical “year’s worth of growth” consistently just to catch up. Yet few principals of high-poverty schools are able to lead that kind of growth schoolwide. Even in schools with less poverty, large portions of students—those starting far behind or ahead, and those grappling with learning challenges or language barriers—have learning needs unmet when they do not have excellent teachers supported by great, not just good, leaders. Students of all kinds who could leap further ahead, learn better thinking and social-emotional skills, and become more deeply engaged in the subjects that most interest them have far fewer opportunities without great teachers and leaders.

Principals are in a unique position to set high standards and adopt systems to significantly improve learning, whole-child development, and personalization schoolwide.

Yet most principals have fallen short while the pressure has increased. Achievement gaps persist, within and across schools and compared with top international peers, despite decades of reform efforts. Few persistently low-performing schools have achieved and sustained turnarounds, and gaps remain stubborn in schools with far fewer disadvantaged students. At the same time, more students in other nations are leaping ahead to even higher standards, and advanced students in the U.S. need even more advanced instruction, too. Digital learning has not closed these gaps.

These challenges coupled with complex student learning needs create a tough environment in which to shine as a principal. Shortfalls in schools are illuminated further when academic standards rise and when districts add standards, such as students’ social and emotional skills and other “soft” competencies. Clearer, greater gaps—and more of them in the broad range of skills students need—add to the implementation challenge principals face.

At the same time, principals in most schools must directly manage 20 to 50 individual teachers, a span far outside what research shows is effective. New teacher evaluation systems that require more administrative work have added to principals’ workloads, too. How can principals excel in this model?

Few can, but some do better than others. Across all sectors and using a variety of measures, research indicates that approximately the top quarter of managers typically produce nearly 50 percent better outcomes than average. These findings transcend sectors, specific jobs, and circumstances. The principalship is likely no exception.

However, the supply of these “excellent principals”—those who help teachers excel, induce high levels of student learning growth, develop a broad range of student skills, and incorporate personalization schoolwide—is limited. Excellent principals reach no more teachers and students than the least effective principals. Their opportunities to influence students and teachers, help peer principals succeed, and earn more are no better than those of the least effective principals. For a great leader who wants to advance in K–12 education today, the only choice is to leave the school and that direct responsibility for students and teachers.

Meanwhile, other principals struggle largely alone, with lesser outcomes and inadequate support to improve substantially.

Current Solutions Fall Short

New and enhanced school leadership programs that train current and potential principals have not changed this picture at scale, despite a growing supply of well-designed efforts. Similarly, even the strongest efforts to recruit a new breed of leader into K–12 schools have not substantially changed student outcomes at scale.
These efforts have been bold. But even if the most successful programs were scaled up, in the current design of most schools and districts, they would not provide enough leaders who achieve excellent outcomes in most schools. Another generation of students will pass through U.S. schools, and only a small portion will have access to teachers who are supported by truly great principals. Most of the U.S. teaching force will spend their careers without principals who are able to help teachers substantially improve student outcomes, despite the principals’ best efforts.

The shortfall of past reforms is not surprising. Our earlier work, Opportunity at the Top, modeled the likely impact of dramatic, unprecedented improvements in the recruitment, retention, and warranted dismissal of teachers. Even if districts dramatically increased the hiring of excellent teachers, cut turnover of the best in half, and tripled the dismissal of the very worst teachers, the majority of U.S. students still would not have excellent teachers after half a decade of consistent effort. Were districts to apply the same dramatic improvements in recruitment, retention, and dismissal of principals, they still would not be able to put a great principal in charge of every school. Only extending the reach of great educators through job redesign changes this picture dramatically.

**The Opportunity: Teacher Leadership and Technology**

The rise of new teaching roles—specifically teacher-leader positions that let great teachers lead subject and grade teams with real authority and full accountability for student outcomes and teacher development—and new technologies provide a new opportunity to extend the reach of excellent teachers and principals. Early outcomes are promising in “Opportunity Culture” schools that use a combination of accountable teacher-leaders and technology, with far more high growth and far less low growth among students.

**New Roles for Teachers: Team Leadership**

When we say “teacher leadership,” we mean a certain kind: fully accountable teaching-team leaders with real authority to lead while teaching, not just coach from the sidelines. “Multi-classroom leaders,” or “MCLs,” continue to teach while leading a team of teachers, sharing their strategies for success through modeling, co-teaching, coaching, co-planning, and providing feedback. Responsible for achieving high growth for all students served by the team, the MCL determines how students spend time and tailors teachers’ roles, including their own, according to their strengths. On some teams, teachers specialize by subject, too.

MCLs help the whole teaching team improve together, leading frequent analysis of data about student progress—problem-solving to find instructional strategies that meet students’ changing needs. Successful MCLs typically spend one-third to two-thirds of their time teaching (and co-teaching) students, and the rest of the time planning instruction and supporting their team members.

Paraprofessionals support MCL-led teams by freeing teachers’ time for planning, collaboration, and reaching more students without increasing instructional group sizes. They can supervise portions of instruction in many cases—skills practice, project work time, and age-appropriate digital instruction. Paraprofessionals—advanced teaching assistants and teachers-in-training—help teachers extend their reach and also save the school money that it can use to pay advanced roles, and in some cases all teachers, more. This position is described in detail in prior publications and has been honed in practice by dozens of schools in the Opportunity Culture network.

Most schools trade some of their less-accountable, lower-paid coaching positions for higher-accountability, higher-authority MCL positions. This swap reduces the diffusion of responsibility and saves more money to pay MCLs, and sometimes team teachers, more.

**Technology Helps: Interim Data and Digital Instruction**

Ever-improving digital platforms are making extended-reach teaching and team management easier by giving teachers, teaching-team leaders, and principals access to interim student learning data sorted by student, teacher, team, and student subgroups. While these data, and districts’ use of reports, have far to go, schools achieve better outcomes when using student data very frequently—weekly in many cases, and sometimes daily—to improve instruction for students during the year.

In schools where the best teachers manage and lead larger spans of students and colleagues, digital data reports save substantial time and reduce the complexity of analysis required of teachers and team leaders. This, in turn, makes high-standards, personalized instruction easier to spread within schools.

Digital reports are not essential, of course, especially in traditional schools: Great teachers have for many years kept track of students’ progress and adjusted instruction accordingly. This, though, is labor-intensive and requires complex analysis by many individuals. After decades of emphasis on this approach, it is still not common practice. But most Opportunity Culture schools, and schools using similar designs, digitally track interim data.

Digital instruction can also play an important role by freeing time for teachers to collaborate at school while personalizing the level of instruction and, in some cases, increasing student agency over the pace and place of learning. Many Opportunity Culture schools use “Time Swaps” that allow paraprofessionals to oversee students engaged in digital instruction, or while doing off-line projects and skills practice. Even very small amounts—an hour each day, for example—of this sort of time scheduled back-to-back with lunch, recess, and other subjects (art, music, or world languages, for example) allows grade or subject teams to plan and improve collaboratively at school. Teachers direct the work of paraprofessionals in these settings.
Digital instruction still needs work: Some programs personalize learning levels, but they can't tell why a student stalls, and some programs aren't adaptive enough. Some research also indicates there are limits on the time young students can spend learning online before results diminish.\textsuperscript{5} We expect that the growing use of digital learning in schools of all kinds, and competition among digital providers, will produce increasingly adaptive and connective digital instruction, however.

**Teacher-Leaders + Technology = Changes in Principal Role**

The role of the principal changes in schools using this combination of accountable teacher-leaders and technology. High-performing schools that employ multi-classroom leaders schoolwide have already emerged and are among the highest-performing schools in the Opportunity Culture network. They have most of these characteristics:

**Role:** The principal and/or an assistant principal who is explicitly an instructional leader manages and coaches a team of multi-classroom leaders, who each lead one or more subjects or grades while also teaching part of the time.

**Process:** That “team of leaders”—the MCLs and principal and/or an assistant principal—meets weekly, at least, to review student progress collaboratively, identify problems, brainstorm solutions and, determine what changes are needed to improve instruction. The team also acts as a study group, reading and learning about leadership and—just as important—instructional excellence, which MCLs can then spread to their teams. Successful teams of leaders focus their collaboration time on improving teaching to improve student learning, not on administrative tasks. These team leaders, in turn, lead and develop their team teachers on the job, using the insights of their teacher-leader teammates and principal.

**Data:** The combination of a team of leaders and regularly updated student data allows the driven principal to become a data hound, alone and with the team. He or she can identify and solve problems with the team, whether common across the school or unique to a single team, teacher, student subgroup, or even a handful of student outliers.

**Time:** The team of leaders frees time for the principal to lead the school. Rather than fighting fires solo in 20 to 50 classrooms, the principal gains time to think and strategize about how to really meet the school’s goals, working with and through the school’s team of teacher-leaders.

**The Next Step: Extend the Reach of the Best Principals**

Pioneering principals and MCLs are showing how to get exceptional results using this “team of leaders” approach to reaching far more students with excellent teaching. These school teams also create two important opportunities: further personalizing and enhancing student learning, and providing paid, advanced career paths for outstanding principals.

As principals consider how to better meet the needs of students using the “team of leaders” approach, we expect they will begin to include using some of that time to plan and enhance “whole child” social-emotional learning and increase student agency and personalization of learning modes, without lowering standards in core academic content. Both may contribute to positive, long-term student outcomes. This opportunity merits further exploration.

Here, though, we focus on the second opportunity presented by a great principal leading a “team of leaders” to achieve instructional excellence throughout a school: **What if districts and other school providers chose to reach more schools with these great principals?**

Such “multi-school leader” roles can be designed with guardrails to ensure quality and sustainability, much like the Opportunity Culture Principles for teaching roles that extend great teachers’ reach, which call for teams of teachers and school leaders to choose and tailor models that:

1. Reach more students with excellent teachers and their teams
2. Pay teachers more for extending their reach
3. Fund pay within regular budgets
4. Provide protected in-school time and clarity about how to use it for planning, collaboration, and development
5. Match authority and accountability to each person’s responsibilities.

Applying those principles to principals, we get the **Opportunity Culture Principles for Multi-School Leaders (MSLs),** in which teams of principals and district/network leaders choose and tailor models to:

1. Reach more schools with excellent principals and their teams
2. Pay principals more for extending their reach
3. Fund pay within regular budgets
4. Provide protected in-school time and clarity about how to use it for planning, collaboration, and development—within and across the schools each leader leads
5. Match authority and accountability to each person’s responsibilities.

Extending the reach of the best principals to more schools can significantly reduce shortages of excellent principals. While implementation and research will reveal optimal ratios and reach, common-sense spans would reach far more teachers and students with these principals’ leadership. For example, each principal can reach four schools, on average—with a range of two to six schools—effectively quadrupling the direct impact of the top quartile of principals.
If every great principal led four schools, on average, as a multi-school leader, then every school could have an excellent, proven principal in charge of student learning, teacher leadership, and development of other principals on the job.

Multi-school leaders can develop leadership and management skills in others on the job, by developing their principals or principals-in-training, both directly and indirectly, and each school’s team of teacher-leaders, each of whom leads an instructional team. More of these people can develop the skills to lead multiple schools, because they will have worked closely with a cascade of leadership focused on excellent teaching and learning.

Meanwhile, a large number of teachers, perhaps four to eight in most schools, develop their leadership on the job—both as multi-classroom leaders of grade and subject teams and as members of each school’s team of leaders. This model is already achieving positive results in numerous Opportunity Culture schools.

This opportunity to lead and learn on the job, as multi-classroom leaders, principals-in-training and principals serving on multi-school leadership teams, and multi-school leaders, will develop leadership in far more educators far earlier in their careers. These leaders stay directly accountable for students and teachers. In this leadership machine, it is far more likely that every school can have an excellent principal (see “Teams of Leaders: Turning Schools into Leadership Machines,” page 3).

Both practically and politically, this will require changes.

A Great Principal for Every School: Four Ingredients

We anticipate that having a great principal for every school requires at least four ingredients:

1. **Commitment.** Districts commit to reaching all students with great teaching and all teachers with great leadership. Pursuit of these goals drives school staffing and design decisions.
2. **Multi-Classroom Leaders.** Great teachers lead small teams covering one or more grades or subjects, and are accountable for teaching excellence, student outcomes, and teacher development.
3. **Schoolwide Team of Leaders.** Principals lead their multi-classroom leaders as a team of leaders to improve instruction and implement a culture of excellence schoolwide.
4. **Multi-School Leadership.** Great principals extend their reach to small numbers of schools as “multi-school leaders” (MSLs) while developing principals, or principals-in-training, on the job.

Here we describe each of these elements in brief, reserving details for later publications.
Multi-School Leadership

Fourth, great principals must extend their reach to small numbers of schools—two to six, perhaps—as “multi-school leaders.” Most will need to start with limited spans and learn to build and develop strong principals (or principals-in-training) and their team of teacher-leaders in each school. Some multi-school leaders, those leading just two schools, might still play the role of principal in one of the schools, leading the team of teacher-leaders directly. Principals and teacher-leaders working under these multi-school leaders develop their leadership skills on the job, while helping multi-school leaders increase their impact. Principal supervisors, or assistant superintendents who oversee schools (typically in medium to large districts), can then have much smaller spans, as well, acting as “executive multi-school leaders” of a handful of MSLs instead of an unfeasible number of principals. Multi-school leaders likely need skills and competencies similar to those of principals leading a team of teacher-leaders.

Mechanics of Multi-School Leadership

Various mechanisms within a district and school need to be used to realize successful multi-school leadership and successful principals leading teams of multi-classroom leaders. We will explore these in forthcoming publications on OpportunityCulture.org. We anticipate that the following key overarching mechanics will be essential to making a leadership machine work, and we invite further thinking from others.

Multi-School Leader Role and Time

Details of the MSL role will be determined in collaboration with early implementers, but as a starting point, MSLs should be responsible for leading a team of principals of related schools to achieve strong student outcomes and teacher engagement. “Related schools” might mean schools within a feeder pattern, schools covering the same grades, or schools with similar student populations. The MSL’s leadership might include:

- Establishing a common vision and major communications and steps to achieve it. MSLs must help all the principals they lead crystallize, adopt, and communicate an ambitious “what is possible” vision of teaching and learning in all of their schools. They must establish key goals and major steps to achieve it. This allows consistent communication of a high bar for learning standards and personalization. School needs may vary, based in part on the students they serve, but principals are free to focus primarily on executing the vision—actually changing instruction and school culture, while communicating the vision together with the MSL.

- Leading frequent team meetings of the principals to assess interim outcomes and opportunities and how well implementation is achieving the common vision. These meetings include openly sharing and analyzing each school’s interim outcome data, identifying improvement needs, and determining what changes to make and how to lead those through the multi-classroom leaders. Data might include not only student learning progress, but also other measures of student development and school culture and conditions. These meetings should also provide a forum for studying the critical elements of leadership; principals can then use the readings and study guides to develop their multi-classroom leaders.

- Analyzing data for each of the schools and teaching teams. MSLs should analyze data both before meeting with their team of principals and then further with that team. Basing changes on problems and successes identified with data analysis creates a clear connection for principals between new actions and different results.

- Observing and coaching principals on team and individual leadership. A critical tool for MSLs is attending occasional meetings between each principal and his or her team of leaders, and between the principal and individual MCLs. Each principal must rely on that leadership team for school improvement. Most principals will need observation, coaching, and feedback on their leadership of the team and its individuals. Some will need the multi-school leader to model identifying problems, affirming successes, and providing both developmental and directive feedback.

- Observing classrooms and schoolwide behavior. Principal team meetings may rotate among the schools, or be held in a central location. Either way, multi-school leaders will need time to observe both leadership and teaching in each school.

- Meeting with each principal individually to provide timely, honest feedback and coaching. Multi-school leaders will need time to coach and develop each principal in private.

- Establishing a presence that reinforces the common vision and steps to achieve that vision. Most of the MSL’s impact is indirect, working through the team of principals. But MSLs will need to be present for select, critical communications in each school, including some all-parent, all-student, and all-staff events. They must reinforce the vision, the key steps individuals must take to achieve the vision, and their support for each principal’s leadership.

Multi-school leaders should be responsible for leading a team of principals of related schools to achieve strong student outcomes and teacher engagement.
A large portion of the MSL’s time should be spent in the schools led, versus a central office. MSLs may have a primary office in one of the schools, or they may have a virtual office via laptop and briefcase. The optimal mix of time on each campus and in varying activities will be determined as schools implement the new models that create this cascade of leadership, and may vary according to each MSL’s portfolio of schools and school-level leaders.

These changes also treat multi-school leaders’ time as the precious asset it is, allowing them to focus on leading a team of principals across a handful of schools. Careful scheduling of the MSL’s calendar is essential to ensure attention to each school and its staff and students. All MSLs must be protected from administrative demands that do not affect teaching excellence or student outcomes—and that would prevent the essential activities listed above.

The mere title “multi-school leader” will not ensure great outcomes. The role must have authority to lead principals fully and accountability for student outcomes and teacher engagement. Only principals who excel in team leadership and developing others should rise into the MSL role.

**Principals’ Time and a Team of Multi-Classroom Leaders**

Principals within each school must free some of their time by working intensively with a team of multi-classroom leaders, typically four to eight in Opportunity Culture schools today, rather than continuing drive-by management of 20 to 50 or more teachers. Each multi-classroom leader is responsible for teaching and learning in one or more grades or subjects, including teacher development and student outcomes. These teacher-leaders must have time built into their roles to co-teach and/or observe and give feedback many times monthly, ideally weekly—then they know their teachers’ strengths and next-step development opportunities. Most need training to lead and improve others’ instruction, time to lead as well as teach, and help from their MCL team when problems arise—a key part of the weekly team-of-leaders meeting.

For principals, having fewer teachers to manage directly frees their time to examine student data, plan, lead their teams of leaders, and connect personally with staff, students, and parents.

Just as important, the principal can use new free time to think strategically about how to really meet the school’s current goals—and about how to expand them to prepare students for the world they will face as adults. Setting, renewing, and communicating this vision clearly are essential elements of strong school leadership. Now, principals do not have to figure this out alone; they have a multi-school leader and team of peer principals to help.

**Technology**

Technology already plays an important role in extending some teachers’ reach and will be even more critical for multi-school leadership. Even very limited, age-appropriate digital instruction frees significant time for teachers and teaching teams to help more students—while keeping instructional group sizes down—and to plan and improve collaboratively at school. Multi-classroom leaders have more time to examine student progress data and develop their teams on the job, co-planning, co-teaching, and providing frequent coaching and feedback—far better than a few limited observations by an overstretched principal.

While digital instruction is critical in some schools, digital tools to track, sort, and report student learning on a variety of measures, not just digital learning, is potentially even more important. Digital management systems that track and sort student learning progress in key measures during the year make managing a team or larger number of students far easier. These systems can also track, sort, and report measures of additional developmental dimensions and school conditions, not just academic progress. It’s not impossible to analyze data without digital systems—they just make it less labor-intensive to see clusters of students, or teachers, who are struggling or excelling.

Tools to track and sort student progress in multiple schools by team, teacher, and student group will make a cascade of leadership teams more feasible than ever at the multi-school, school, and teaching-team levels. Multi-school leaders will need data that show student progress very frequently—preferably weekly—sorted by school and cuts within each: by grade and subject, team leader, teacher, student subgroup, and student outliers. School-level data are the fodder for managing the team of principals of multiple schools. Open-air sharing of interim progress data against goals enables honest discussions about how to address problems of leadership, management, and instructional practice. Data-sharing reveals principals and principals-in-training who need help on helping their multi-classroom leaders improve instruction, or who are not supporting teacher-leaders despite that help.

Digital instruction may also play an increasing role, even though it is not essential for multi-school leadership. Because it can free time for teacher-leaders to collaborate with their teams, however, and because its prevalence will continue to increase, the quality of digital instruction is likely an important underpinning of the leadership machine.

While digital tools may change aspects of classroom and school management, the need for excellent leadership within schools and districts will not decline. Indeed, in the digital age, strong leadership for a wide variety of school configurations will be essential for strong outcomes at large scale—as it is now.
Operations Manager Role

A new operations manager role is a critical part of the multi-school leader model. Principals delegate noninstructional operational tasks to new administrative operations managers, a position replacing an assistant-principal job in each school. Noninstructional tasks might include anything related to facilities, buses, materials, equipment, websites, noninstructional communication with parents, and administrative compliance tasks, such as filing attendance reports.

This position serves multiple purposes. It frees funds to pay multi-school leaders more than principals, and it clarifies that accountability for instructional leadership rests in the hands of the principal and multi-classroom leader team. Just as important, it protects principals from engaging in too many noninstructional management duties, so they can focus primarily on ensuring great teaching, learning, and a school culture focused on excellence for all.

This new role also creates a career path for paraprofessionals with strong organizational and management competencies. The role is smaller than that of assistant principal, because it does not include instructional support responsibility nor require the content knowledge that comes with it. Thus, the operational manager role provides a well-paid option for non-teachers experienced in office or school operations. Highly organized paraprofessionals, who do not have teaching credentials but excel in logistics, administration, student behavior management, and other noninstructional work, can advance without leaving schools. Lateral entry into this role should also be possible for people who have experience in logistical organizing and personal service in other sectors, such as nonprofit or social service office supervisors. The role would not require a bachelor’s degree; several years of relevant work experience would provide the necessary skills for those with the underlying competencies.

Larger schools with several assistant principals have more options. In some larger schools, primarily middle and high schools, only one assistant-principal position might be converted to this new operational role. One or more others can assist the multi-school leader in leading the multi-classroom leader team, effectively creating a principal-in-training position highly focused on instructional leadership—without adding costs.15

Pay

The changes described here not only reach more students with excellent teaching, and more schools with excellent leadership; they also save substantial money. Schools are already using this money to pay more to teachers who extend their reach, with supplements of up to 50 percent more than average teacher pay and an average of 20 percent more.16

Similarly, multi-school leaders can earn more, within their schools’ budgets. Replacing one assistant principal position with an operations manager position is the primary way to free funds for paying multi-school leaders more. This change alone would save tens of thousands of dollars in most schools. Having a principal-in-training lead a school under the direction of an MSL, paid like an assistant principal for one year, can save more money in some schools—while providing a paid residency for the principal-in-training.

In some small to medium districts, the role of principal supervisor (also called executive principal or assistant superintendent) may give way to multi-school leadership entirely, saving even more to pay remaining leaders and teachers more. In larger districts, principal supervisors can become “executive multi-school leaders,” significantly reducing how many people they supervise; they can supervise a handful of multi-school leaders, perhaps three to eight, without a reduction in pay.

Schools and districts will likely find other sources of funds once they commit to reaching every school with an excellent principal accountable for school success—and paying those multi-school leaders more within budget. Future reallocation of district funding to teaching and school leadership can enhance pay further.

A forthcoming financial analysis will reveal the likely minimums and maximums for multi-school leader pay, and these will vary among districts. But even basic role changes like those described here allow most multi-school leaders to earn substantial supplements above their regular principal pay.

Multi-school leader pay supplements that are 20 percent or more of average principal pay could easily become the norm, with even larger supplements for those who can successfully lead larger teams of principals. Mean principal pay was just under $90,000 in 2014.17 Adding supplements for multi-school leadership shifts average pay into six figures—without forcing great leaders out of direct contact with teachers and students. Multi-school leader pay can be just under that of assistant superintendents—perhaps now renamed executive multi-school leaders—in large

---

Multi-school leader pay supplements that are 20 percent or more of average principal pay could easily become the norm, with even larger supplements for those who can successfully lead larger teams of principals.
districts, in many cases, and much higher for very experienced principals who lead a larger handful of schools with excellence (here we suggest no more than eight schools). Robust multi-school leader pay can reduce incentives to leave the principalship altogether.

As with the multi-classroom leader position, districts can place a higher premium on roles that stay fully accountable for student learning and teacher success than on primarily administrative roles.

Districts can choose to pay all principals more for leading schools with a team of accountable teacher-leaders and an operations manager in lieu of an instructionally focused assistant principal. Districts could still pay principals who extend their reach as multi-school leaders even more. Or, districts can concentrate all of the financial benefit on multi-school leaders, to encourage principals to excel and extend their reach.

Each district, working with its teachers and principals, can decide exactly what role changes to make to fund higher pay while also sharpening the focus on instructional and leadership excellence.

The Benefits

Excellent principals, solid principals, principals-in-training, and the teams of teacher-leaders that they lead and support—and the students and other teachers who today lack access to great leadership—will be the primary beneficiaries of these new school leadership models.

Great principals: Roles that extend a principal’s reach can address three factors critical to attracting and retaining excellent leaders: on-the-job development, career advancement opportunity, and better pay for better leadership. Great principals who extend their reach will be able to advance their achievement, impact, and pay—within school budgets—while remaining directly responsible for students and teachers. They won’t have to “leave the kids and teachers” to lead at higher levels.

All principals: Solid principals and those in training can improve by working closely with excellent MSLs who lead a small number of schools. They can learn on the job how to lead a team of teacher-leaders accountable for the instructional success of each grade or subject team.

Teachers: Multi-classroom leaders leading instructional teams will also learn from the best principals, developing leadership and management skills earlier in their careers, without leaving teaching. MCLs also become better teachers when the principal leads a team of teacher-leaders who monitor one another’s interim outcomes and help one another improve during the year. Staff teachers will benefit from the strong support of these teacher-leaders, who are responsible for the success of the team’s students and teachers, and the teachers’ development.

---

Example Educational Leadership Career Path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Role*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Superintendent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Assistant Superintendent/Executive Multi-School Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Multi-School Leader IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Multi-School Leader III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Multi-School Leader II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Multi-School Leader I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Multi-Classroom Leader III/Assistant Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Multi-Classroom Leader II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Multi-Classroom Leader I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Direct-Reach Teacher (who mentors peers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Classroom Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pre-Service Teachers/Aspiring Teachers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Multi-school and multi-classroom leader levels are just examples; higher levels represent an increasing number of schools or teachers led. Operations managers, not listed here, manage noninstructional functions in schools and do not require instructional education or experience.

Students: Better principals achieve better-than-average outcomes throughout a school, whatever the outcomes a school chooses to pursue. If more schools have excellent principals, more students will advance their learning further and faster.

Changes in a course’s content, driven by new academic standards or by adding social and emotional growth goals, and changes in instructional methods, such as moving to more student choice, also must be led and supported by a school’s top leader. Setting high or different standards is not enough. Teachers need help figuring out how to incorporate changes to positively affect students’ daily experiences and learning outcomes. Principals who set high standards for content and practice, and who help teachers change their instructional practices, help more students achieve at higher levels. Giving more teachers access to principals and principals-in-training who have weekly guidance and support to lead like that—directly and through their teams of teacher-leaders—will help more students succeed.

If more schools have excellent principals, more students will advance their learning further and faster.
Districts and other school providers: Districts implementing these new roles district-wide for both teachers and principals may find that overall recruitment and retention improve. Benefits will stem from offering higher-paid roles for top principals that let them remain responsible for teachers and students. New and solid principals will be more likely to succeed and excel with greater support, which may in turn improve working conditions to increase teacher retention and success. More teachers will develop leadership skills earlier in their careers, and these pre-principal roles will serve as a training ground and vetting system for future principals. Some great teacher-leaders will decide to remain in these roles, which let them continue teaching. Others will pursue the principalship much better prepared.

Teacher prep providers: Districts and other school providers can collaborate with teacher-preparation programs to provide paid residencies for aspiring teachers and principals, as some early Opportunity Culture sites have done for aspiring teachers. These residencies can be funded within budget, paying trainees more than they otherwise earn, costing schools less than permanent staff, and letting schools vet candidates thoroughly before hiring. Residents benefit from the leadership and coaching structures these schools have established, in addition to immediate pay that can be used for tuition and living expenses. Prep programs can compete for the best candidates by offering them these paid, high-support residencies. (See forthcoming work from Public Impact for more about fully funded, within-budget residencies.) Secondary benefits are also likely to be numerous. Over time, the need to fill vacant slots with ineffective leaders is likely to decline, reducing the worst work environments for teachers and the least-effective schools for students. College students and early-career teachers who identify themselves as “leaders” may find long-term careers in education more appealing with abundant, sustainably funded advancement, rather than a hodgepodge of temporary, special programs. The public will benefit from a stronger teacher and principal workforce, and from the enhanced student outcomes that increase public revenues and decrease social costs later. Policymakers can be more certain that additional school funding will flow to the people with the biggest impact on school outcomes—teachers and principals.

District commitment to reaching all students with great teaching and all teachers with great leadership is the on button for a leadership machine.

How Do Multi-School Leaders Differ from Typical Principal Supervisors?
Multi-school leaders differ from most executive principals, principal supervisors, assistant superintendents, and the like in a few key ways.

First, multi-school leaders lead fewer schools than is typical for executive principals or assistant superintendents overseeing schools. Here, we envision an average of four schools, quadrupling the number of schools with proven, excellent leaders accountable for instruction and outcomes.

Second, MSLs must be primarily instructional excellence leaders, and avoid administrative duties that steal time from improving instruction. Their accountability and authority must create a bias toward action that improves teaching and student outcomes during each school year.

Third, MSLs must be supported by principals who themselves are supported by multi-classroom leaders who are each accountable for their team’s teacher and student success. Changes in the structure of schools themselves, to streamline and clarify accountability and authority, are critical. Principals must have a clear way to reach every teacher with guidance, monitoring, feedback, and development for weaker areas, and affirmation and building of strengths. Few can provide this level of support for dozens of teachers, and very few can sustain that level of high-intensity support. But with a team of multi-classroom leaders who are each in turn responsible for leading and supporting a small team of teachers, more principals will be able to sustain the level of intensity needed to ensure stronger student outcomes.

Implementation Issues
Multiple systems need to change to achieve “an excellent principal for every school.” Districts implementing similar changes for teachers have started by making exceptions for pilot schools, eventually building new systems, policies, and routines as more schools extend the reach of the best teachers. A similar process can support reaching all schools with excellent principals. Those systems include, among others:

* Public policy. States differ in the extent to which laws and other policies enable or inhibit reaching all schools with excellent leadership and all students with excellent teachers. Seizing Opportunity at the Top II provides a view of the policies needed for teachers to extend their reach, and some of these will affect principals. Piloting, and even scaling up, of extended-reach teaching models has managed to move forward in six states as of the writing of this paper, despite some barriers. Often pilots can obtain waivers but, in some locations, the district will require permanent changes to scale up. Some of the policies that affect teachers, though, such as seat time and line-of-site...
rules, will not affect principals directly, and most schools have avoided these barriers even for teachers. For very large scale, policy changes will be ideal, so that schools do not waste time working around laws in order to reach all students with proven, excellent teachers and principals. Future work will continue to address policy needs as scale warrants.

**Budget and staffing flexibility.** Schools need autonomy to change roles and change how budgets are used to fund these new, advanced roles, without reducing pay for any teachers or staff. Multi-school leaders need control of the budgets for each school they lead. Districts must decide if budget neutrality is determined at the school level, across schools led by the same leader, or another way.

**Human resources.** Recruiting for new roles, selecting among a larger pool of applicants, matching evaluation and development to new roles, and changing pay and career paths to add new role progressions within recurring budgets are all critical. Professional development for leaders changes as more learning occurs on the job. Principals learn leadership early in their careers as multi-classroom leaders, then as principals working under multi-school leaders; multi-school leaders learn before assuming the role, and continue to be coached by executive MSLs who have smaller spans than similar roles today.

**Evaluation and accountability.** Evaluation criteria must fit the new roles, and accurately match teachers and principals with the students and other professionals for whom they are responsible. In addition, those working most closely with the multi-school leaders must provide input. Multi-school leaders will need input from the principals and principals-in-training they lead and, if they still lead one school directly as the principal, the multi-classroom leaders in that school.

**Scheduling.** Three levels of teams must have several hours each week to meet and collaborate: Grade and/or subject teaching teams and their multi-classroom leader, each school’s team of teacher-leaders and the principal; and the multi-school leader and principals (or principals-in-training) he or she leads. In addition, multi-school leaders need frequent chances to observe each principal with that person’s team of teacher-leaders and to see the classroom impact; multi-school leaders also need subsequent one-one-one time with each principal for confidential feedback and coaching. Schedules must ensure attention to every school that an MSL leads.

**Technology and data.** Student data must be provided at the team level within and across schools so that teacher-leaders and their principals and MSLs can compare and learn from successes and challenges to help everyone improve. Data about student learning growth—during the year and at the end—must be readily available and sortable by school, student groups, and by each team and its members. This is a critical foundation of team problem solving and planning.

**Principal preparation and training.** Principals leading teacher-leader teams and/or multiple schools will need preparation for these roles and support while in them. Most will learn the role on the job, first as multi-classroom leaders and then as principals-in-training. Pre-service training in leadership and management becomes critical to university and other preparation programs, but must be tailored to the specific position. Districts will need to determine which aspects of learning that cannot be done on the job should be part of pre-service preparation, and which parts can be accomplished through more focused training just before or during principals’ and multi-school leaders’ assumption of their new roles. Peer communities—virtual or in-person—with guided discussion questions might also play a role. Operations manager leadership and management may become part of education schools or affiliated programs to align with excellence-focused, team-based schools.

**Execution.** Even the best plans do not help teachers nor their students unless they are implemented well. Districts and other school providers must monitor school plans and how they are carried out, and management and instructional practice indicators to up the odds that the changes help students.

**CONCLUSION**

The potential to reach every school with an excellent principal is unprecedented, given the rise of teacher-led instructional teams and emerging digital learning and data tools.

Just think …

What if schools could double or even quadruple the number of students taught by the best teachers and do the same with the number of teachers led by great principals—in many cases increasing the personalization of learning and leadership in schools? What if those teachers and principals earn more and learn more, earlier in their careers, and stay accountable for student learning? What if all of this can happen within the recurring budgets schools have, so pay and roles are permanent, not fleeting?

This is no longer a “what if”—schools in several districts are already moving in this direction for teachers. Opportunity Culture schools exist in multiple states already, including in collective bargaining public school districts.

Now it is time to extend these opportunities to principals, the people who shape the working conditions and learning culture of our nation’s schools. Every student and teacher really could have an excellent principal. It’s not a question of whether this is possible, only whether schools and policymakers will seize the opportunity to make it happen. Educators, superintendents, charter school leaders, school boards, and state-level legislative and executive leaders: Now is the time.
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